INFORMATION ABOUT EVENTS AT
NANNUP TANK 7 MTB PARK
This fact sheet has been developed to assist event organisers develop a race course that supports the
sustainability of the trail network in the long-term. Please note some trails are not be available for use
during events.

EVENTS AT NANNUP TANK 7 MOUNTAIN BIKE PARK

The Nannup Tank 7 Mountain Bike Park is located 2kms east of Nannup town, and opened in March
2022. The trails provide a rough, raw and rocky experience for mountain bike enthusiasts. The
extensive network includes 35km of track and is designed to maximise Nannup’s natural elevation,
and make the most of its picturesque landscape; including forests of tall trees. The trails suit a range of
abilities from beginners to more adventurous and experienced mountain bike riders.
All official events at the Nannup Tank 7 MTB Park will incur event fees based on a cost per rider fee at
$7.00 per rider. Shuttle usage incurs a fee of $22.00 per rider.
The Shire of Nannup is proud of the collaboration with its stakeholders, the Department of
Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions, Forest Products Commission, the Department of Local
Government Sports Culture Industries, and Nannup Mountain Bike Club. Together we delivered
world-class trails for the South West community and it's visitors to enjoy.
Weather conditions can impact the trail conditions and the Shire of Nannup may close the park and
individual trails if the park is exposed to adverse weather conditions.
Download the
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TRAIL USEAGE GUIDE FOR GRAVITY ENDURO EVENTS
Gravity Enduro events
No shuttles are permitted. Trails at the Tank 7 Trailhead and The Local are not to be used. It is
preferred that the official race map only be released 48 hours before the event is scheduled.
Trails available for race route include:
Outlaws; (Black classification), a fast and flowing all mountain trail with jumps, rock gardens and
drops.
Eagle Eye; (Blue classification), an all mountain downhill trail with rocky features and natural
undulations.
Tank to Tank; (Blue classification), a long cross country trail that winds through the pine forest with
great views, climbs and descents on the way. Please note only two sections are permitted and
include:
1. Tank 8 trail head to Water Corp gate.
2. Top of the hill to fire road.
Flat Earth; (Blue classification) an open descending flow trail with lots of features, to Blindside (Blue
classification) a tight, technical cross country trail with twisting downhill berms through pine forest,
features technical rock sections, and an Instagram worthy bridge. It is recommend to commence on
the fire road half way down from The Local.
Blackwood; (Black classification), an all mountain descent through rocky terrain with multiple line
choices.
Fade to Black; (Black classification), an all mountain descent with rocky features.

TRAIL USAGE GUIDE FOR DOWNHILL / CROSS COUNTRY
OLYMPICS AND MARATHON EVENTS
Downhill events
No shuttles are permitted. Trails at the Tank 7
Trailhead and The Local are not to be used. It
is preferred that the official race map only be
released 48 hours before the event is
scheduled.

Cross Country Olympics and Cross Country
Marathon
Routes to be determined in negotiation with
the Shire of Nannup's Trail Team. The majority
of trails can be utilized for an event. Approval
for the Race route to be given six weeks
before the event is scheduled.

Trails available for race route include:
Outlaws; (Black classification), a fast and
flowing all mountain trail with jumps, rock
gardens and drops.
Eagle Eye; (Blue classification), an all
mountain downhill trail with rocky features
and natural undulations.

RACE VILLAGE SET UP
The main car parking will be at the Weitj (Emu) Trailhead, with overflow parking between the Weitj
sculpture and Brockman Trailhead. Further over flow parking is along the Training Wheels alignment,
from the Tank 7 Lower Trailhead, and in town; only 2km from the park with access using the Town to
Tank link. There is no power or waste facilities at the Park, and event organisers will need to manage
waste, source an independant power supply and toilets if required.
The race village set up area is allocated between the Weitj sculpture towards Brockman Trailhead
gate. If toilets are required they are to be located as close to the gate near Brockman Trailhead.
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